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Introduction The resolution of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is limited by an innate sensitivity to motion (both bulk and physiological), which 
corrupts phase encoding when combining separately-acquired k-space segments. Standard DWI, therefore, acquires all data for each image in 
a single read-out, (e.g., single-shot EPI), which limits resolution and suffers high levels of distortion. 2D segmented DWI with motion correction 
can improve image quality and in-plane resolution1,2; however, the problems associated with thin slice-selection renders a 3D segmented pulse 
sequence the only way to achieve very small isotropic voxels. One challenge with 3D segmented DWI is the time-prohibitive nature of acquiring 
a 3D navigator along with each k-space segment.  Here we present a novel approach to this problem with a fully 3D pulse sequence called 
steady-state DWI with Trajectory Using Radially Batched Internal Navigator Echoes (TURBINE).  
 

Pulse Sequence Steady-state DWI is achieved by 
adding a single, unbalanced gradient to the balanced 
steady-state free precession pulse sequence. 
Diffusion effects accumulate over multiple TRs 
resulting in a strong sensitivity to diffusion with modest 
gradient strengths and durations1,3,4,5. Our 
implementation of steady-state-DWI includes slab-
selection and a novel k-space trajectory named 
TURBINE that uses EPI read-outs (Fig.1a) rotated 
about the kz-axis (Fig.1bc). Batches of 16 EPI 
“blades” that fully cover a central cylinder of k-space 
are used to form 3D navigators.  
 
Acquisition  
3D Steady-state-DWI-TURBINE data were acquired on a 32 year old male using a Siemens 3T with a transmit-receive head coil, slab-selection, 
TE/TR=28/46 ms, flip angle = 37°, FOVread x FOVphase = 210 mm x 31.5 mm, slab thickness = 29 mm, EPI matrix = 140 x 21, BW = 916 Hz/pixel, 
224 EPI blades, final matrix size = 140 x 140 x 21, resolution = 1.5 mm isotropic, diffusion gradient = 5.3 ms x 3.8 G/cm, 46 averages, time per 
volume = 11 s. Pulse oximeter and scanner triggers were recorded to synchronize cardiac pulses with the data acquisition. 

 

Image Reconstruction and Motion Correction After eliminating EPI 
blades acquired less than 150 ms following or 50 ms prior to a cardiac 
pulse, radially batched sets of 16 EPI blades with equal angular spacing, 
acquired during a similar portion of diastole, were combined to form  3D 
“interleaves”. For each interleave the 16 EPI blades were gridded onto a 
2x Cartesian grid using sampling density compensation and a sinc 
convolution of window width 5. After gridding, two copies of each k-space 
interleave were retained. One copy, was 3D Fourier transformed (FT) to 
generate the “image interleave” which includes high frequency 
information. The second copy was k-space filtered using a Hamming 
window to retain only the low frequency information and then 3D FT to 
form the 3D navigator. The filtered and unfiltered interleaves were used to 
perform refocusing reconstruction in image space2, which consists of 
multiplying the 3D image interleaves by the complex conjugate of their 3D 
navigators and then summing the “corrected” image interleaves to 
produce the final image. Refocusing reconstruction corrects for image 
phase induced by rigid and non-rigid motion2. 
Results The effect of cardiac gating and 3D refocusing reconstruction is 
demonstrated in Fig.2 for steady-state-DWI-TURBINE with superior-
inferior (S-I) diffusion-encoding. Motion artefacts are most severe for S-I 
diffusion-encoding because cardiac pulsations cause the most 
deformation along this direction. Motion-corrected images with diffusion-
encoding along each of the three orthogonal axes are shown in Fig. 3.  
Discussion Steady-state-DWI-TURBINE is a novel approach to 3D 
segmented DWI. Instead of attempting to acquire a full FOV 3D navigator 
with each TR, we have shown that 3D navigation across several short TRs 
(46 ms) is possible. Further improvements to the S-I diffusion-encoded 
images may require prospective (rather than retrospective) cardiac gating, 
different navigator combination schemes and/or the conjugate gradient2,6 
extension of the refocusing reconstruction. TURBINE could also be 
extended to full-brain, high-resolution coverage using an EPI with keyhole 
trajectory7,8 for each EPI blade.  
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Figure 2: Steady-state-DWI-TURBINE with diffusion-encoding along 
the superior-inferior orientation. a) Data included from all parts of the 
cardiac cycle and no motion correction applied. b) Data acquired 
during systole  removed but no motion correction applied. c) Data 
acquired during systole removed and refocusing reconstruction 
applied.  

Figure 3: Steady-state-DWI-TURBINE with diffusion-encoding along 
a) left-right, b) anterior-posterior and c) superior-inferior orientation. 
refocusing reconstruction applied.  

Figure 1: The TURBINE k-space trajectory.  An EPI read-out as shown in a) is 
acquired each TR. Successive EPI read-outs are rotated about the kz-axis as shown in 
b) and c). 16 EPI blades can be acquired during the quiet portion of the cardiac cycle.  
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